
Can you set up an investigation to test what plants need to grow and thrive?  
We know that it might be difficult to get hold of seeds at the moment, but 

you could always try apple pips. (Look up online how to speed up the 
germination process). 

Plant some seeds. (Clear jars or empty squash bottles with the tops cut off 
can help to see what is happening to the roots). 

If you have plenty of seeds and pots, you could test different conditions, 
such as comparing growing in cotton wool or soil or the difference between 

placing your pot in sunlight or a dark place. 

Take measurements of height, notes on your observations and photographs 
of progress. 

What happens as the plants begin to grow? (They get bigger/taller, including 
the roots that you can’t see)  

What do you need to do over time? (Re-pot into something bigger/with 
more space to give the plant room to grow) 

Search YouTube for Sci Show How does a seed become a plant? 

 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zy66fg8 

 
 

 

What is pollination?  Why is pollination important?  

Can you remember our work on life processes and MRS GREN in the 
Autumn term? 

Which part of MRS GREN does pollination help?  (Reproduction – which 
means to produce/copy another of the same) 

https://www.coolkidfacts.com/pollination-for-kids/ 

What does seed dispersal mean? 

What are the different methods of seed 
dispersal? 

Which plants fit into each category? 

Search YouTube for STEMbite Seed Dispersal 
for Kids. 

All flowering plants go through the same 
stages of the life cycle and we’ve been 
investigating those stages in this unit of 

work.  If you haven’t already done this task, 
you could present the life cycle as: a poster, 

a PowerPoint presentation, on a paper 
plate or any other creative way you can 

think of.  

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/
zgssgk7/articles/zyv3jty 

Don’t forget to take pictures of your work 
and send them to the Year 3 teachers at: 
rnpyear3@normanby.org.uk 
 

We can’t wait to see what you’ve been 
doing. 
 

Make sure to keep copies of your work at 
home too. 
 

Do you know the main parts of a plant? (roots, stem, leaves, flower)   

Can you draw a diagram of a plant and label the different parts? 

What is the function (job) of each part of the plant? 

If you have plants in your garden, look at some different types.  Can you 
identify the different parts?  

If you have a magnifying glass perhaps you could examine the different 
parts up close. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?
time_continue=187&v=bLhTgTwbYMI&feature=emb_title 

 

 

Does water reach right to the petals of flowers?  How?  How do we 
know? 

Put some flowers in water with food colouring and observe over time? 

What happens?  Why? 

N.B. white carnations work best but you could try other flowers such as 
chrysanthemums with pale petals or even celery. 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HeIS-GK0cYI 

 

Make your own Grass Head or Cress Head 

Search YouTube for Mister Maker Grass Head or Mr Bloom Cress Head 

. 
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